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Abstract

At present Australia is the comfortable address to migrants. After the post Second World War period Australian government had a desire to increase their population and they started the migration programme. Before 200 years Australia had been built its’ population through immigration because of that Australia introduces as “migration nation”. At that time Australia established a restriction for the Asians and Africans, that was “White Australian Policy”. After the Second Post War period abolished this policy by the 1958 Act. After that, the migrants come to Australia around the world. Discuss the legal immigration trends in Australia and Australian immigration policies. Lee’s Push and Pull theory is using for the describing the causes to migrate to Australia. Secondary data collecting is the methodology of the abstract and that is finding from Journal articles, books, researchers, the reports of the Australian central bank. Finally, explore the Socio-Economic impact from the adaption of descriptive analyze. And also mainly explore about Socio-Economic impacts of immigration on Australia in the 21st century (with special reference to 2000-2015). These migrants are highly skilled and educated because of that Australia faced some new impacts; these impacts are both categories as Socio and Economic Impacts. Socially and Economically there are negative and positive outcomes because of that immigration is a critical condition to a country and also Australia has the same condition. From this abstract mainly discuss the impacts of Australia from the immigration programme.
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